Abstract-Previously, we have developed a framework to perform systematic analysis of CSMA/CA based wireless MAC protocols. The framework first identifies protocol states that meet our study objective of minimizing a given performance metric. It then applies search techniques and heuristics to construct sequences of protocol events in a given topology that satisfy our objective. In this paper, we demonstrate that our framework can easily be extended to evaluate performance of new protocols by evaluating two completely different variants, namely MAC protocols for (i) quality of service (QoS), and (ii) power control. In each case, we identify previously unknown problems with the protocol. In particular, we generate scenarios where throughput of a lower priority class can be as high as 5 times compared to the throughput of a higher priority class, thus contradicting the basic notion of QoS.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless adhoc network may be used when a fixed communication infrastructure, wired or wireless, does not exist or has been destroyed. The goal of such a network is to allow a group of communicating nodes to setup and maintain connections among themselves without the support of a base station. Sharing a limited communication bandwidth efficiently among all nodes in the network is the main objective of wireless MAC protocols. MAC protocols must also exercise power control as wireless hosts have a limited amount of energy [17] . To support real time applications, e.g., voice and video, MAC protocols must provide quality of service (QoS) [16] . Minimum guarantees in terms of connectivity, throughput, or service are required by mission critical applications, e.g., military, crisis response, and security applications. Evaluating the worst case performance is very important to avoid mission failures in such applications. Providing a systematic approach for evaluating the worst case performance of a broad class of MAC protocols motivates this work.
Test generation (TG) is mainly based on search techniques that search for valid sequences of protocol events that expose weaknesses in the design of a protocol. Traditional test generation approaches target verification and are based on *This research was supported by NSF and NASA.
forward search methods where the entire search space is exhaustively searched for test scenarios [1] , [2] . Formal verification approaches use high-level system description languages to model and to analyze network protocols [3] , [4] , and involve determining the set of all reachable states of the models.
Previously, we developed a framework for evaluation of worst case performance of basic CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) protocols as presented in our technical report [10] . Instead of adopting the validation approach, our framework uses a falsification approach and directly targets the protocol conditions that adversely effect the protocol performance. The main formalism we used is that of a finite state machine (FSM) that represents state transition rules of the protocol under study. Given a performance metric of the protocol and a network topology, the framework uses search techniques to generate network scenarios leading to the worst case performance. It uses deterministic techniques and heuristics that often make it possible to generate the worstcase scenario in practical run times. Using the framework, previously we evaluated worst performance of IEEE 802.11b [5] networks by generating scenarios that lead to the reduction of throughput upto 89.7% [10] .
In this work, we demonstrate that it is easy to extend the above basic framework to carry out performance analysis of variations of CSMA/CA protocols that consider QoS and power control. Using the extended framework, we perform a systematic analysis of protocols that use priority based schemes to provide QoS [12] and transmission power control (TPC) based schemes for power control [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . In this paper, we present case studies on IEEE 802.11e [12] and basic TPC [17] . In each case, we validate our findings by performing ns-2 [11] simulations for the scenarios generated by our extended framework. We generate scenarios where the throughput of a lower priority class can be as high as 5 times compared to the throughput of a higher priority class. This contradicts the basic notion of QoS and specifically disproves the results of the studies that report that a lower priority class always achieves lower throughput compared to a higher priority class [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Among these studies, [16] shows that lower priority class has throughput about 1/3 compared to the throughput of a higher priority class [16] . Using the insights gained from our systematic protocol analysis, we identify potential modifications for both the protocols. Our initial analysis shows the promise of these modifications. Complete evaluation of the modified versions of these protocols is a subject of our ongoing research. This paper has two main objectives. First, we demonstrate that our previously developed framework is general and can easily be extended to evaluate new protocols. Second, we evaluate the worst case performance of variations of CSMA/CA protocols for QoS and power control, and identify previously unknown problems in the design of these protocols. We also illustrate how the scenarios generated by our approach provide insights into potential modifications of the protocol.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III provides a brief overview of our prior performance evaluation framework. Section IV presents the extension of that framework for performance analysis of CSMA/CA based MAC protocols as well as the results of the analysis. Section V concludes the paper with a brief outline of our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The primary objective of this work is to demonstrate the extendibility of the basic framework presented in our technical report [10] . We extend the framework to study CSMA/CA protocols for QoS and power control. The main contributions of this work are as follows.
(1) We propose modifications to the underlying FSM model to incorporate the study of a broader class of protocols. (2) We develop new heuristics to generate worst case scenarios for these protocols. (3) We derive insights from our performance analysis to systematically improve protocols and hence utilize the framework in the domain of protocol design and modification.
There is a large body of literature that studies IEEE 802.11x protocols [6] , [7] , [13] , [16] . These works provide keen insights for the average case analysis. However, to our knowledge, no approach has identified protocol breaking points using systematic analysis as we do in this paper. We perform analysis on the case studies of CSMA/CA protocols for quality of service and power control. IEEE 802.11e [12] is an industry standard that is an extension of the legacy 802.11b to provide quality of service. [13] , [14] , [15] show that the protocol provides quality of service by assuring that the higher priority class achieves more throughput compared to a lower priority class. [16] shows analytically and via simulations that the throughput of a higher priority class is 3 times compared to the throughput of a lower priority class. We extend our framework and use it to generate scenarios in which a lower priority class achieves more throughput compared to a higher priority class in IEEE 802.11e networks. Thus our results contradict the basic notion of QoS by exposing, for the first time, the breaking points of the IEEE 802.11e protocol. We also extend the framework to analyze protocols for transmission power control (TPC). A significant amount of previous work [12] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] has identified various issues with the basic TPC protocols. However, to the best of our knowledge, the results and issues regarding throughput and fairness that we have identified have not been identified by any previous work.
III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Given a wireless MAC protocol, our goal is to evaluate the worst case performance of the protocol with respect to a given set of protocol performance metrics. Figure 1 presents the block diagram of our proposed framework. Inputs to the framework are: (1) the protocol model, (2) a network topology, and (3) a protocol performance metric. The framework uses two main algorithms: (1) wanted states generation, and (2) test scenario generation, to generate the worst case scenario with respect to the given performance metric for the given topology. It then simulates the test scenarios using a simulation framework and outputs the worst case performance for the given metric.
Given a protocol performance metric, it first transforms the performance metric in a form that reflects our study objective. For example, given throughput, it transforms it into a set of wanted states that it minimizes or maximizes in later steps in order to generate scenarios that lead to minimum throughput in a given topology. The wanted states generation algorithm transforms the protocol performance objective into wanted states. Second, given a set of wanted states and a topology, the test generation algorithm generates scenarios that maximize or minimize the study objective, which in turn, minimizes (or maximizes) the given protocol performance metric. The test scenarios are then simulated in a simulation environment to estimate the actual performance provided by the test scenarios. Using an example, Sections III-A and III-B respectively present a brief overview of models and algorithms of the basic framework. For details, see our technical report [10] .
A. Basic models
Let us consider a toy protocol P and a 4-node chain topology in which our objective is to generate scenarios that lead to the worst case throughput at a node. Throughput is defined as the fraction of time the channel is used to successfully transmit payload bits [6] . Let to node i. On overhearing the RTS, a node k defers access to the channel by scheduling a timer. If node i receives the CTS from j before its WCTS timer expires, it goes to Transmit state to transmit the data, otherwise, it goes to Backoff state after which it retransmits the RTS. Row 1 of the table presented in Figure 3 states the following transition. When a node in Idle state receives a Packet from higher layer, it changes to Transmit state and triggers RTS Transmit and RTS Receive events.
B. Main algorithms
Given a metric, such as throughput, our objective is to generate scenarios that lead to the worst case value for the metric. We achieve this objective using the following steps. Given throughput, we first transform it into a protocol condition that we maximize in later steps in order to generate scenarios that lead to minimum throughput in a given topology. We refer the conditions that meet our study objective as wanted states. Wanted states generation procedure used in our framework is presented in Figure  5 . This procedure transforms the protocol performance objective into wanted states. Given a set of wanted states and a topology, the test generation algorithm in Figure 5 generates scenarios that maximize our study objective, which in turn, minimize throughput in the given topology. Figure 3 . The algorithm then uses a backward search technique to generate the transitions necessary (rows 6, 4, and 1 in the figure) to trigger the target event. Note that the transitions necessary to trigger the Data Receive event nullifies our study objective (instead of meeting the objective). Starting from these transitions, the algorithm then applies a forward search technique to generate wanted transitions. Any of these wanted transitions is sufficient to generate a condition that meet our study objective. Figure 4 presents the wanted states, e.g., BO, COL of the transmitter and/or the receiver in order to penalize throughput.
Test generation without heuristics:
Now with the knowledge of wanted states that penalize throughput, our goal is to generate the details of a network scenario that lead to worst case throughput at link 0-1 in the topology presented in Figure  2 using the test generation algorithm presented in Figure 5 . The inputs to the test generation algorithm are the topology, the transition table and the wanted states. We first construct an initial partial scenario that we input as the root node of the search tree. A scenario is defined in terms of network node states, protocol events and time relations between the events and state transitions and represents a global picture of the network. In constructing the initial scenario, we use heuristics to choose the initial scenario that is deemed likely to lead to the worst case. Let us consider the case without the heuristics first.
Given the inputs, the test generation algorithm first constructs all possible initial partial scenarios using the wanted states and the topology. Figure 6 presents the set of initial partial scenarios from which the algorithm selects the first choice. For example, there are six alternative choices of receivers to be in one of the three wanted states when the study objective is to minimize throughput at link 0-1 of the topology. Among these choices, the algorithm proceeds with the first choice (partial scenario % ) which is the case when node 1 is in COL state. We use search and implications to generate all valid scenarios leading from all initial scenarios (%
,....). Finally, we compare all valid scenarios and select the scenario that leads to worst case throughput at link 0-1.
Test generation using heuristics: Given the inputs, the test generation algorithm first constructs all possible initial partial scenarios by using heuristics. Figure 7 presents the first choice that the algorithm selects to generate a valid scenario. If the algorithm finds a valid scenario by exploring this choice, it reports it as the scenario leading to worst throughput at link 0-1. Otherwise, it continues with the second choice, and so on. Figure 7. (a) presents the choices from the inputs to test generation algorithm. It uses a heuristic to choose the Defer state as the wanted state, as this is the state with the highest weight among the three wanted states. It also uses another heuristic to choose node 1 as the receiving node, as this is the node with highest node degree among the choices of node 0 and node 1. , the input partial scenario which is input to the test generation algorithm. The test generation algorithm uses search and implications to generate the first valid scenario which is reported as the worst case throughput scenario.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CSMA/CA MAC

PROTOCOLS
We now extend our framework to identify the worst case performance of CSMA/CA based MAC protocols. Previously, we have applied our method to several well-known protocols, e.g., IEEE 802.11 [5] , MACA [8] and MACAW [9] . See our technical report [10] for analysis and results. Here we present the results of analysis of CSMA/CA protocols for QoS and TPC using extended versions of our framework.
A. CSMA/CA with Priority based QoS
Based on the analysis presented in [13] , we formally define QoS as follows. Let P1 , P4 , ... P@ be n priority traffic classes in wireless nodes of a network, where P1 denotes the highest priority traffic class and P@ denotes the lowest priority traffic class. Let Th1 , Th4 , ... Th@ denote the throughputs achieved for the respective priority classes. A protocol is said to be guaranteeing QoS if . In other words, for two priority classes P$ and PH such that P$ is a higher class compared to PH , the QoS guarantees that Figure 8 presents the model of a wireless node in the context of QoS support when we assume that a CSMA/CA protocol is used for medium access. Figure 8.(a) presents the model of a node when no QoS is supported. In this model, a single queue is attached to each wireless node in which traffic of all priority classes are serviced without any differentiation. Figure 8.(b) presents the model of a wireless nodes that supports a maximum of four priority classes. One queue is attached to each priority class via which traffic of the corresponding class is serviced. When traffic from more than one priority class arrive at a node, to assure QoS, the higher priority class is granted access to the channel before the lower priority class. The main difference between the models of wireless nodes presented in Figure 8 are as follows. (1) There are predefined number of queues depending on the number of priority classes the wireless network supports to provide QoS. (2) A new mechanism is introduced to select the priority class which will access the channel when traffic from multiple classes arrive at the queues. (3) The values of contention windows and other MAC parameters are different for different priority classes. Next we show that despite these differences, we only need to add new heuristics to our previously developed framework to capture the new metric.
The values of contention windows and other MAC parameters, such as, interframe spaces, are modeled using various timers in our framework. Our current model supports all three types of timers, namely periodic, suppressive and non-suppressive. In our extended framework to study QoS, we model timer values specific to a class. For example, we specify As the number of priority classes are predefined and there is a predefined priority class selection mechanism within a node, we must incorporate new heuristics to capture the priority class selection mechanism and our study objective. Here we present heuristic
for a protocol with deterministic selection mechanism.
Our study objective: Our objective is to generate a scenario which provide the worst QoS for a given topology. Note that given two priority classes P$ and PH such that P$ is the higher class compared to PH , the QoS guarantees that . Thus our study objective is to generate scenario that violates the above relation. In other words, our objective is to generate the scenarios that satisfy the relation 
Active priority class:
Let us define the priority class that is selected at a particular time for channel access as the active priority class at that time. When traffic from multiple classes arrive at a node, the protocol deterministically selects the highest priority class as the active priority class and allows it to access the channel.
A transmitting node is defined as a victim if the transmitter is in backoff state because of a failed transmission, and as a gainer if it is successful in gaining access to the channel. A receiver is defined as a victim if the receiver is in backoff state because of a collision and as a gainer if it successfully receives the transmission. Since the assignment of priority class within a node is deterministic, we can choose the active priority class of a gainer and a victim node.
Heuristic HU W X
: Choose a gainer node from nodes with only lowest priority class traffic and a victim node from those with highest priority.
1)
Evaluation of IEEE 802.11e: IEEE 802.11e is an enhancement of the IEEE 802.11 standard MAC to support the quality of service [13] . [12] specifies the protocol. The contention based channel access is referred to as enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA). In this study, we only consider the QoS support mechanisms provided in EDCA. Contention based medium access is performed in backoff entity by using different parameter values for the EDCA parameter set. The backoff entity in a particular priority class in every node uses the same EDCA parameter [13] . During contention, when the contention window of two or more backoff entities in the same node allow the backoff entities to access channel at the same time, a virtual collision occurs. At this point, the backoff entity with the higher priority class transmits, whereas all other backoff entities act as if a collision has occurred on the channel. The channel access between different nodes of the network is the same as in IEEE 802.11b.
Test results:
We use the extended framework to perform analysis of IEEE 802.11e to evaluate the worst case QoS. Figure 9 presents the results of our analysis. Figure 9 .(a) presents the topology. We use heuristic
to assign priority classes to victim and gainer nodes in the network. Figure 9. (b) presents the assignment of priority classes to victim nodes according to the heuristic. Note that the number of priority , which always gets access to the channel. Figure 9 .(d) presents the scenario in which the gainer nodes (lowest priority classes) 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 transmit while the victim nodes (highest priority classes) defer because of the transmission between the gainers. Thus the aggregate throughput for the lowest priority class is higher than the aggregate throughput for the highest priority class resulting in worst QoS scenario.
Simulation results:
We simulate the test scenarios we generated for topologies presented in Figure 10 using ns-2 network simulator [11] . We use two priority classes PO P O and PR
S
. The circled nodes in the topologies represent the gainer nodes which have only the PR 9 S priority class attached. The nodes which are not circled represent the victims which have both priority classes attached, however, the PO P O are the active priority class in these nodes. The arrows in the figure represent the directions of flows in the test scenarios generated by our framework. We use CBR sources at a rate of 0.6 Mbps. Total simulation time is 50 seconds for all scenarios. We use random scenarios in which the sources and sequences are assigned randomly. Table I presents the average throughput of the nodes of these two priority classes for test scenarios (i.e., generated by our framework) and random scenarios. The columns denoted by Topo I, Topo II, Topo III, and Topo IV indicate the simulation results obtained for topologies I, II, III, and IV, respectively in Figure 10 , Ratio present the average throughput of nodes with priority classes PO P O and PR 9 S , and the ratio between them, respectively. Note that the average throughput of low priority class is higher than that of high priority class in the test scenarios. On average, the lower priority class achieves a throughput 2.5 times more than the throughput achieved by the higher priority class. Note that in topology III, the lower priority class achieves a throughput which is 5 times compared to the throughput of the higher priority class. In the random scenarios, on average, the lower priority class achieves a throughput which is one third of the throughput achieved by the higher priority class on average.
The test scenarios generated by our framework are simple and intuitive given our underlying topology model and heuristic that achieve our study objective. Nevertheless, the results generated by our test scenarios contradict with the results generated by average performance evaluation approaches. For example, the analytical and simulation results of IEEE 802.11e presented in literature [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] show that the lower priority class always achieves lower throughput compared to a higher priority class. [16] shows that the lower priority class achieves a throughput approximately a third compared to the high class throughput. These results demonstrate that we cannot rely on random scenarios to properly evaluate QoS guarantees. Furthermore, our framework can be easily extended to generate worst case QoS scenarios that violate the QoS guarantee provided by the protocol and thus contradict the basic notion of QoS.
Protocol analysis: Note that in the worst case (test) QoS scenarios, the lower priority class achieves higher throughput because the priority class selection mechanism only considers the access within a node. The access between nodes remains the same as legacy 802.11b [12] . Thus, the analysis of the test scenarios suggests potential modifications of the protocol to avoid such worst case behaviors with respect to QoS. For example, if the channel access between nodes is modified such that when two nodes attempt to access the channel at the same time, then the nodes with higher active priority class wins. Such a priority based access mechanism between nodes can be achieved by forcing the BO values to be zero for highest priority class (e.g., for PO P O ), to be half of the previous BO values for the second highest priority class (e.g., for PR
) and so on, when more than one nodes access the channel at the same time. The access mechanism can include priority as well as the BO values to provide QoS while not compromising fairness across the network. Our initial analysis of a version of the protocol with such a modification shows initial promise. We are in the process of thoroughly investigating the modified version of the protocol.
B. CSMA/CA with TPC
The largest source of power consumption at a wireless node is transmission power. Therefore controlling the power to appropriate level increases the energy efficiency of the MAC protocol [17] . Moreover, controlling the transmission power increases the spatial utilization of the wireless channel [17] , [21] . Transmission power control schemes have been proposed where wireless nodes dynamically vary the transmission power levels for control as well as data packets to achieve energy efficiency, to improve spatial utilization and to reduce collisions. We extend and apply our framework to study TPC based schemes and identify problems in the protocols.
1) Evaluation of TPC based Schemes:
The basic TPC scheme in conjunction with CSMA/CA operates as follows. RTS and CTS are transmitted using the highest power level, while Data and ACK are transmitted using the minimum power level necessary for the nodes to communicate [17] . The main objective of such a power control scheme is to improve energy efficiency and spatial utilization of the wireless network. The protocols proposed in [8] , [18] , [19] , [20] use such a TPC based scheme to control power at the MAC level. In this section, we refer to the power control scheme used by these protocols as the basic TPC scheme. Let 
Protocol model:
In TPC schemes, a wireless node varies its transmission power depending on the message it transmits. Such a variation of transmission power changes the neighborhood depending on the message. For example, we model the set of nodes that is affected by the transmission of message m by node i as Test results: Using our framework we generate scenarios which show that although the basic TPC schemes improve energy efficiency, they degrade throughput and fairness for the worst case scenarios. Figure 12 presents an overview of the worst scenario we have generated. Figure 12. (a) presents a scenario when no power control scheme is used, while Figure  12. (b) presents a scenario where the basic TPC scheme is used. Let node 0 initiate a transmission to node 1 in Figure  12 . , respectively, as shown in Figure 12. (a). When TPC is used by transmitting the RTS and CTS at maximum power level, nodes 2, 3, 4, and 5 defer on the RTS and the nodes 6, 7, 8, and 9 defer on the CTS, as shown in Figure 12. (b). This essentially reduces the chances of collision. However, in a highly connected network as in this example, it decreases fairness as well as the throughput of the whole network. If the data transmission between nodes 0 and 1 continues for a long time, all other nodes in the network defer for the entire period of transmission when TPC is used. In case of transmission without power control, the simultaneous transmission between nodes 0 and 1, nodes 3 and 7, and nodes 5 and 9 are possible which increases the fairness as well as the throughput of the network.
Significant amount of prior research has identified various shortcomings of the basic TPC protocols. Extensions of the basic TPC schemes have been proposed to resolve these issues. However, to the best of our knowledge, the results and issues regarding the fairness of the TPC protocols that we have identified have not been identified by any previous work. Regarding the throughput issues, [17] has identified that the throughput of the basic TPC protocols degrades compared to the CSMA/CA scheme without power control. However, the model of wireless channel assumed in [17] is different. The channel model in [17] considers the carrier sensing zone outside of the transmission range. The nodes in carrier sensing zone can sense the signal but cannot decode them correctly while the nodes in transmission range sense as well as decode the signal correctly. Therefore, on sensing the channel busy on RTS/CTS packets, the nodes in carrier sensing zone defer for a period of EIFS which is much smaller compared to the time length of entire data and ACK transmission. Thus the nodes in this zone exit the defer state earlier than the nodes in the transmission range and can collide with the ongoing transmission as their RTSs are also sent at 5 U V X
. Following this observation, [17] concludes the degradation of throughput in the basic TPC scheme which is different from our results. We also conclude that the throughput degrades in the basic TPC schemes compared to the schemes without TPC. However, our conclusion is based on the simplest channel model consisting only of transmission range.
Protocol analysis: Our analysis provides us with insights for protocol modifications. We have performed an initial analysis of one such modification which shows performance improvements for some scenarios. We are currently further investigating the modified version of the protocol.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have previously developed a framework to analyze MAC protocols. Given a protocol performance objective, the framework first generates the protocol conditions that meet our study objective of generating worst case scenarios. It then applies our test generation algorithm which is a mix of forward and backward searches. The sole purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the generality of this framework by analyzing two very different variations of MAC protocols for wireless adhoc networks, namely IEEE 802.11e for QoS and CSMA/CA with power control. Using the extended framework, we evaluate these protocols. In one case, our results contradict with results claimed by traditional performance evaluation approaches. In other case, our results identify previously unknown problems in the protocol design.
Our scenarios provide insights suggesting potential enhancements for the protocols studied. Evaluation of modified versions of these protocols is a subject of our ongoing research. Finally, identification of protocol design problems, protocol modifications, and re-evaluation of modified protocols using our systematic approach demonstrate the necessity as well as benefits of our systematic approach for protocol evaluation.
